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Abstract
Night is 50% of the planetary experience. Nighttime visible illumination is strongly tied to
progress, human activities and urban structure. As our cities become brighter, they bring huge
impacts on ecology and human perception.
Darkness is still something worth pursuing in urban nightscapes. This thesis explores the
potential of using darkness as the starting point for designing public spaces for use at night,
and focuses on the restoration of the ideal habitat for fireflies in the Jamaica bay area, in New
York City. The study of the dynamic relationship between light, culture and wildlife can produce
a flexible strategy that provides suitable habitats, public realm and cultural programs.
Fireflies were chosen as a representation species in this study. Fiirst because of its sensitivity
to light; the species can sustain a pilot study. Second, they carry emotional links across different
cultures; they are ingrained in childhood memories and nocturnal wandering. Third, they are
bioluminescent; working as part of complex landscape light installations can make them a
unique component of natural nightscapes on a global scale.

Darkness Matter

CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
Understanding how artifical light could influence the physical
and mental conditions of human and nonhuman at night
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Statement
When the sun goes down, the blue marble becomes a black one.
Nighttime visible illumination is strongly tied to nature progress,

For that reason, this thesis will discuss strategies of design that

human activities and urban structure. Satellite photographs of

address the unique characteristics of this temporal space

the earth tell of two worlds-- the illuminated civilization of

bounded by dawn and dusk, with the purpose of promoting a

developed countries and the darkness of poor or uninhabited

more vigorous consideration in landscape design. The study of

areas. By studying light, we are actually monitoring insights into

the dynamic relationship between light, city, people and wildlife

the spatial distribution of civilization and the way our society is

can produce a flexible strategy that provides suitable habitats,

changing, or is changed by, the natural environment over a wide

public realms, cultural programs.

range of time.
To get deeply into the task, there are several questions that
The night sky has informed and inspired humankind for thousands

should be asked:

of years. Around the globe, regardless of national borders, political

To what extend do we need darkness in the age of artificial light?

ties or spiritual beliefs, all of us live with the night sky. It is one of

How human percreive light and how light affect human’s mental

the great unifiers of the human experience across time and across

and physical condition?

cultures. Very few places on Earth look the same as they did 1,000

Since not everyone is irritated by the same lighting sources, what

years ago but when we look at the night sky, we see the same sky

if one person(commoner)’s light “pollution” to be light that is

revered by our ancestors.

desirable for another?
How to create sustainable light condition for both human and

I am working on the topic of urban nightscape because I want to

nature life?

figure out how artifical light, as a major effect of urbanlization,

Who has the right to make light that disturbs eco-system and

could influence the physical and mental conditions of human and

takes away from everyone else’s ability to enjoy the stars at the

nonhuman at night. I wish to help my reader understand more

same time?

about how artifical light can be both undeniably wonderful,
beautiful even, and still pose a long list of costs and concerns.
And how we, as landscape architecture, in turn, can use the
knowledge gained for public rights and benefit.
Nightscape is a ‘time-space’ rapidly opening to accommodate and
shape the life of the ordinary city dweller, and to give space to new
modes of social relations. Yet, the nighttime is an underutilized,
even ignored territory in landscape discourse and practice. The
night is a complex ‘time-space’ that requires different design
models and principles. Darkness can deterritorialize and
destabilize, causing a shift in meaning, form, use and purpose.
14
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“To go in the dark with a light is
to know the light.
To know the dark, go dark.
Go whithout sight, and find that
the dark, too, blooms and sings,
and is traveled by dark feet and
dark wings.”
—Wendell Berry
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The Brightest Night
The city was actually not born to be like this bright. Things go
back to the idea that “Our home planet is full of complex and
dynamic cycles and processes.” For example, in this collage, I’m
trying to indicate the idea that transportation web becomes much
more easy to see at night. The changing of “lighting path” on
nighttime satellite reveals urban development over time. By
looking at the images in this book, we quickly see how the cities
and settlements align with the transportation corridors.
18

However, as cities become brighter and brighter, the rapid pace
of development has changed natural ecosystems on this planet.
The inappropriate use of artificial light at night can have
unintended effects on amphibians, birds, mammals, insects,
plants, and even our own bodies’ natural cycles.

The Darkest Night
In addition to anthropogenic (artifical) nightlight, nature
landscape has its own showtime at night - such as moonlight
and starlight reflect off surface water, snow mountain, and
deserts.

So, to what extend do we need darkness in the age of artificial
light? Does light really make us safer or make us even more
dangerous? Or, who has the right to make light that disturbs
eco-system and takes away from everyone else’s ability to enjoy
the stars at the same time?

Natural light is full spectrum and dynamic.Some regions in the
globe are now protecting their artifical light environments at night
to allow for darkness and nature light to exist.
19
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KEY TERMS

Darkness
Darkness is not void of illumination. It is the contrast, the area
between light and dark, that is often the most illustrative.
Darkness reminds me of where I came from and where I am
now—from a small town in the mountains, to the unique vantage
point of the Nation’s capital. Darkness is where dreamers and
learners of all ages peer into the universe and think of questions
about themselves and their space in the cosmos. Light is where

Nighttime Visible Illumination
The nighttime visible illumination emitted from our planet that
is associated with human activities. Whether purposefully
designed to banish darkness (such as lighting for safety,
industrial activities, commerce, and transportation) or a
secondary result of human activities (such as gas flares
associated with mining and hydrocarbon extraction activities,
or nocturnal commercial fishing), anthropogenic sources of
nighttime light are often broadly distributed in space and
sustained in time—over years and even decades.

Biodiversity
The term biodiversity (from “biological diversity”) refers to the
variety of life on Earth at all its levels, from genes to ecosystems,
and can encompass the evolutionary, ecological, and cultural
processes that sustain life. 1

Light Pollution
Light pollution is excessive, misdirected, or obtrusive artificial
(usually outdoor) light. Too much light pollution has
consequences: it washes out starlight in the night sky, interferes
with astronomical research, disrupts ecosystems, has adverse
health effects and wastes energy.

Anthropogenic Light
Anthropogenic sources of nighttime light are often broadly
distributed in space and sustained in time—over years and even
decades, which is a symbol of civilization. As one gazes upon the
points of light in images captured from orbiting sensors, discerning
eyes begin to see the fingerprints of human presence: from the
glow of megacities and the pinpoints of bright light produced by
fleets of fishing boats at sea, to gas flares glowing like candles in
the darkness, lights show where we have made our homes,
established industries, mined natural resources, and built roads.
Patterns are everywhere.

Natural Light
In addition to anthropogenic (artifical) nightlight, nature
landscape has its own showtime at night - such as moonlight
and starlight reflect off surface water, snow mountain, and
deserts. Natural light is full spectrum and dynamic.Some regions
in the globe are now protecting their artifical light environments
at night to allow for darkness and nature light to exist. 1

Environmental Psychology
Environmental psychology is an interdisciplinary field that
focuses on the transactions between individuals and their
surroundings. The field defines the term environment broadly,
encompassing natural environments, social settings, built
environments, learning environments, and informational
environments.

Physical Senses
Humans have five basic senses: touch, sight, hearing, smell and
taste. The sensing organs associated with each sense send
information to the brain to help us understand and perceive the
world around us. Heightened senses are important in the dark as
the earlier an animal can sense prey, predators or a mate, the
higher the chance of survival.

1. Williams, R. (2008). Night Spaces: Darkness, Deterritorialization, and Social Control. Space and Culture, 514-532.
2. Earth at Night: Our Planet in Brilliant Darkness. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2019.

1. Earth at Night: Our Planet in Brilliant Darkness. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2019.

1. “What Is Biodiversity? Why Is It Important?: AMNH.” American Museum of Natural History. Accessed November 25, 2021. https://
www.amnh.org/research/center-for-biodiversity--conservation/what-is-biodiversity.
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1. “Light Pollution.” International Dark-Sky Association, February 14, 2017. https://www.darksky.org/light-pollution/.
2. Bermúdez, J.L., A.J. Marcel, and N. Eilan, 1995, The Body and the Self, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
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“Is the night an indeterminate
contemporary landscape to be
invented?... What is a specifically
nocturnal public space? On the
basis of which principle does one
develop a project? If night means
the ephemeral, the fragile, the
spontaneous, how does one
construct this element without
distorting it? To observe the
cityscape by night means to ask
oneself about nocturnal design values... (the) temporary night is the
urban laboratory of many cities.”
Marc Armengaud, Matthias Armengaud and Alessandra
Cianchetta
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Case Study 01

Artificial Night Lighting and Protected Lands

Ecological Effects and Management Approaches

Case Study 02
Seeing in the Dark: Linnaea Tillett’s Subtle, High-Impact Lighting Designs
When it comes to lighting, designer Linnaea Tillett often finds that less is more.

This document is divided into two sections. The first section reviews the effects of artificial night lighting on major habitat types. No
single solution can mitigate all adverse effects of artificial night lighting. We therefore attempt to generalize the concerns that typify

Can we really start turning off city lights, ripping out the standard cobrahead lamps that guard our streets, in a rebellion against our

each biome. The second section provides recommendations for management approaches to minimize impacts from lighting. We

electrical obsession? Tillet says that it’s not about less, it’s about making more with what we already have. “I’m not about turning things

address the characteristics of lights in terms of need, spectrum, intensity, direction, and duration, with reference to biomes in which

off. It’s unpacking how things work now and making gestures where it really counts. If we turn off every third streetlight, people are

each method of control would be applicable. This discussion addresses common lighting applications — roadways, parking, and

going to panic. But if we turn down every light by 25% and apply reflective materials to surrounding surfaces, we’ve created better light

walkways — as well as specialized situations like night hiking and mountain biking, vanity lighting, communication towers, and

with less energy.” Rather than producing more light, refocusing our efforts on exploring reflective materials is a much more holistic

light-assisted fishing.

approach to lighting — giving our eyes a chance to return to much more natural light that’s far healthier than what comes out of our
televisions and iPads.

Tillett’s proposals for the park are typically subtle, with custom light wells for FDR’s head (left), and modified lights from iGuzzini and
Lumenpulse that softly highlight the shapes of the trees. 1
1. Longcore, T., and C. Rich. 2016. Artificial night lighting and protected lands: ecological effects and management approaches (revised August 2017). Natural Resource Report NPS/NRSS/NSNS/NRR— 2017/1493.
National Park Service, Fort Collins, Colorado.
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1. “Seeing in the Dark: Linnaea Tillett’s Subtle, High-Impact Lighting Designs.” Metropolis, August 11, 2021. https://metropolismag.com/projects/linnaea-tilletts-subtle-high-impact-lighting-designs/.
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Literature Review

yellow hues.

Artificial Night Lighting and Protected Lands

Intensity - Reducing the intensity of lights can often improve

Ecological Effects and Management Approaches (Revised August 2017)

visibility for humans by reducing the contrast between light and

Natural Resource Report NPS/NRSS/NSNS/NRR—2017/1493

shadow, allowing people to see a larger area than they might
otherwise be able to discern. Guidelines for lighting intensity

Introduction

practical approaches for lighting environments for human use

Artificial night lighting represents a growing challenge for

while also mitigating impacts on wildlife. They provide guidance

managers of parks and protected lands. The disruption of natural

on how to thoughtfully light various habitats such as shorelines,

patterns of light and dark, which have been more or less reliable

deserts, dense forests, and urban settings. By carefully

for millions of years, has a range of adverse consequences for

considering the characteristics of a habitat and lighting needs,

wildlife across taxonomic groups and landscape types. The

direction, duration, color spectrum, and intensity, landowners

documents I read review effects of artificial night lighting by

can create environments that respect both human and animal

habitat type and discusses the approaches available to land

needs.

managers to mitigate and avoid certain adverse effects of
artificial night lighting.

This report also provides examples of the range of negative
consequences that may arise from artificial night lighting. Though

The goal of this literature review is divided into two parts. The

not a compendium of information for every species and every

first part reviews the effects of artificial night lighting on major

environment, it should provide adequate evidence for reasonable

habitat types. No single solution can mitigate all adverse effects

management of lighting in natural areas.

of artificial night lighting. The second part provides
recommendations for management approaches to minimize

“With careful planning and collaboration, usually with nearby

impacts from lighting.

jurisdictions, managers of parks and other protected lands can
be leaders in the control of light pollution and increase enjoyment

Artificial Light in the Environment

of natural lands from inner city parks to wilderness areas.” —

In this book, the author begins with a brief review of the rapid

Travis Longcore and Catherine Rich

growth in the installation and use of artificial outdoor lighting over
the past half century and the loss of visual amenity that has

Mitigation of adverse effects of artificial light

resulted. And then started to talk about some of the specific

According to this paper, the author suggesting the mitigation of

benefits of outdoor illumination and the drawbacks that result

adverse effects of anthropogenic light in these different habitats

when it is inappropriately or poorly implemented, provide a brief

is guided in five ways:

from the lighting industry should not be followed when trying to
reduce impacts to wildlife, because they are usually higher than
necessary for human vision and do not take into account impacts
to wildlife.
Direction - Lights should be shielded such that they only cast
light where it is needed, and never be directed upwards.
Duration - Timers and motion detectors can reduce the time a
light is on and may therefore reduce impacts. Curfew hours for
lights can also enhance visitor experience.
Discussion
The reports I have been reading were discussing the negative
consequences that may arise from artificial night lighting, as well
as giving possibles solutions. The way light is described and
measured has traditionally focused on human vision. However,
Animals perceive light differently from humans. To manage light
appropriately for wildlife, it is critical to understand more about
how light is defined, described and measured and to consider
light from the wildlife’s perspective. Other than that, I think the
positive effect of artificial night lighting such as the aesthetics of
shade and shadow in place should also be considered carefully.
A creativity and inspired design at night can be spectacular to
the urban life.

overview of opportunities for reducing the impacts of road
lighting through technological improvements and better

Need - Creative solutions are often available to avoid use of

management.

lights where they are not absolutely necessary. Especially in
natural areas, managers should exercise discretion in limiting the

Artificial Night Lighting and Protected Lands

lighting infrastructure.

Artificial light at night does have an impact on the natural
nighttime ecosystem, but there are steps we can take to limit that

Spectrum - Although no color of light is benign in all situations,

impact. In their report, Artificial Night Lighting and Protected

managers should avoid lights that have ultraviolet or blue light

Lands, Travis Longcore and Catherine Rich offer land managers

(shorter wavelengths) and in general use lights with red and

26
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CHAPTER II - UNDERSTANDING DARKNESS
Understanding darkness as something worth pursuing in urban
and natural nightscapes.
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2.1 NOCTURNAL FOOTPRINT
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2.2 UNDERSTANDING URBAN ILLUMINATING
- STUDY RICHARD KELLY

Richard Kelly (1910-1977) was a pioneer of qualitative lighting

is first given the express task of actively helping to convey

design who borrowed existing ideas from perception

information. The fact that brightly lit areas automatically draw

psychology and theatrical lighting and combined them into a

our attention now comes into consideration. By using a

uniform concept. Kelly broke away from the rigid constraints of

suitable brightness distribution it is possible to order the

using uniform illuminance as the central criterium of the

wealth of information contained in an environment. Areas

lighting design. He replaced the question of lighting quantity

containing essential information can be emphasised by

with the question of individual qualities of light. These were

accented lighting, whereas secondary or distracting

designed according to a series of lighting functions, which

information can be toned down by applying a lower lighting

were in turn geared towards the perceiving observer. In the

level. This facilitates a fast and accurate flow of information,

1950s Kelly made a distinction here between three basic

whereby the visual environment is easily recognised in terms of

functions: ambient luminescence, focal glow and play of

its structures and the significance of the objects it contains.

brilliants.

This applies just as equally to orientation within the space (e.g.

Focal glow

the ability to distinguish quickly between a main entrance and
Ambient luminescence

a side door) as for emphasising certain objects, such as when
presenting goods for sale or when highlighting the most

Kelly called the first and foundational form of light “ambient

valuable sculpture in a collection.

luminescence”. This is the element of light that provides
general illumination of the surroundings; it ensures that the

Play of brilliants

surrounding space, its objects and the people there are visible.
This form of lighting facilitates general orientation and activity.

The third form of light, “play of brilliants”, results from the

Its universal and uniform orientation means that it largely

insight that light not only draws our attention to information,

follows along the same lines as quantitative lighting design,

but can also represent information in and of itself. This applies

except that ambient luminescence is not the final objective but

above all to the specular effects that point light sources can

just the foundation for a more comprehensive lighting design.

produce on reflective or refractive materials. Furthermore, the

The aim is not to produce blanket illumination, or “one size fits

light source itself can also be considered to be brilliant. This

all” lighting at the supposed optimum illuminance level, but to

“play of brilliants” can add life and ambiance, especially to

have differentiated lighting that builds on the base layer of the

prestigious venues. What was traditionally produced by

ambient light.

chandeliers and candlelight can now be achieved in a modern

Play of brilliants

lighting design by the targeted use of light sculptures or by
Focal glow

creating brilliant effects on illuminated materials.

To arrive at a differentiation, Kelly came up with a second form
of light, which he referred to as “focal glow”. This is where light

1. https://www.erco.com/en/projects/public/correctly-illuminating-paths-7227/

34

Ambient luminescence
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1. https://www.erco.com/en/projects/public/correctly-illuminating-paths-7227/
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1. https://www.erco.com/en/projects/public/correctly-illuminating-facades-7226/
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1. https://www.erco.com/en/projects/public/illuminating-trees-correctly-7210/
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2.2 ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF OVERLIGHTING

There are huge ecological Impacts of overlighting- the cycle of natural light and darkness is disrupting the urban environment in New York and behaviors of all living things. For all living things the impact of light pollution
are gastly - it changes pollination, it changes the way plants grow, it impacts the sleeping cycle of human, it disturbs bird migration; and that’s just a short version of a very long list.
42
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CHAPTER III - MODELING DARKNESS
Exploring if light modelling is possible and appropriate.
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3.1 VALUE OF DARKNESS
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Darkness may best be defined as the absence of visible light.
This alone suggests the manner in which light, and its
counterpart, always coexist. We cannot think of one without the
other, and understanding the relationship between the two is the
key to lighting design. As designers, we not only think in terms of
the quality and quantity of light we employ, but also the degree
of contrast and depth of shadow we create. We can decide to
retain darkness rather than simply add light.
It is very difficult to experience absolute darkness in the natural
world. There is always some presence of light, however minimal,
whether it is the light from stars long extinguished, the soft
ambient glow of reflected sunlight from the moon, or the
omnipresence of man’s impact on the planet. It is only when we
deliberately create total darkness that we can fully experience
the condition. But to what end? As artist James Turrell has
observed, we even dream in light. Unlike many other creatures,
we are not well adapted to total darkness. We are a diurnal, not a
nocturnal, species. We have evolved to see in light.
If it is difficult to experience total darkness in the natural world,
then it is almost impossible to escape the presence of visible
light in our built environment. We live in a society that seeks to
use light at every opportunity. Whether this is to help extend the
day, provide safety and security, or simply enhance our lives, we
employ bountiful amounts of light. Turning the lights off has
become a far more conscious act than turning them on.

1. /author/mark-Major. “Designing in the Dark.” Architect, September 22, 2011. https://www.architectmagazine.com/technology/
lighting/designing-in-the-dark_o.
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A NEW YORK TRANSECT - FROM MANHATTAN TO JAMAICA BAY

look back in the lens of balance, darkness becomes beautiful
again. So I have this quote here which is that -“If light draws
awareness outside our bodies, then darkness draws our
awareness within.” And I think there is a moment of reflection
that happens in darkness that is very very important for humans.

A New York Transect

patterns of humans. Especially in Brooklyn- the general urban
zone, where there is a mixed use residential zone, a threshold

In order to understand more about the contrast of lighting

between lighting and darkness, and Manhattan is constantly

conditions in different urban spaces, I mapped a transect from

working as a giant bulb on the other side of the river.

Manhattan to Jamaica Bay- Cutting from the urban core zone to
urban wildness. Urban core zone consists of the highest density

Natural Zone: The last one- Jamaica Bay is about trying to

and height with the highest intensity and diversity of uses;

imagine environments defined by very dim amounts of light, And

General Urban Zone consists of mixed use but primarily

beginning to understand the Gradient of lightning to a greater

residential urban fabric; Natural Zone is an area with little or no

level of sensitivity. When I drove from Manhattan, through

human impact consisting of lands approximating or reverting to a

Brooklyn and finally reached this place, I could see some of the

wilderness condition.

stars, although the sky was still sky gloaming, but I could start to

The goal of chapter 3 is to bring back the human nighttime
experience and embrace the night for all living things. I am
hoping that we can start capturing all of this extra light, and
removing it through lighting controls, gain back the stars, gain
back the night for all living things, and also for humans ourselves
to take that moment of rest and recovery, and reflection.

feel what i’m missing right then and there. The star actually
Transforming from the highly intense lighting conditions in

provides a feeling of awe that I hear from people over and over

manhattan; through east river- which works like a dim gap, to the

again. When they look out at a sky filled with stars, there is a

mixed use area (mainly residential area); and finally to the dark

feeling of existentialism, there is a feeling of understanding, a

zone in Jamaica bay with very dim amount of light.

feeling of all the things unseeable and the unknowable. And it is
so important for humans. So, for this environment I think there is
more we could learn from the darkness than we could do for it.

Charcoal Gradient Drawings : draw light in darkness

We need light to stay safe but we also want to create light in a
more eco-friendly way, so that we won’t disturb this extremely

The Charcoal Gradient drawings are something that could put

peaceful and precious place outside Manhattan.

myself in a dark setting, and started to bring light into it to get
the idea of night time environment.

As you can see in these drawings and models how the light
dramatically changes throughout the state, I think that light

Urban core zone: The high intensity lighting condition in the time

pollution is not well named. It sounds like a nuisance, but it’s

square is like daylight, it’s super energy consuming; it’s hurting

actually a ghastly aspect of climate change. When we talk about

the eyes to be in this place. There is physical harmness to

the terms of light pollution, if you compare that to say air

humans if we light a space in that way, obviously it’s doing worse

pollution or water pollution, those are named for the thing that’s

to the birds too. At the same time, lightning is part of the

being polluted, and light pollution- light is the thing that is

metaphor and culture in Manhattan. People love these lights as

polluting. And as diurnal species we don’t hate light, we love

well as they hate them.

light, we make it in metaphors, we make it part of the culture of
new york. we actually put it on a pedestal.

General Urban Zone: Light pollution from Manhattan not only
disrupts the lives of migratory birds but also affects the sleep
54

But all of these needs to be done in balance. And when we can
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“If light draws awareness outside
our bodies, then darkness draws
our awareness within.”
—Wendell Berry
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CHAPTER IV - RESTORING DARKNESS
Exploring the potential to use darkness as the starting point for
bringing back firefly in Jamaica Bay at night.
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“Utilizing the value of darkness
toinform our decision-making offers
a framework that encapsulates, but
goes beyond, simply dealing with
the negative effects of light pollution.
It asks that we reconsider darkness,
not as an opponent of lighting, but
as an equal consideration in the
designof nighttime spaces.”
- Taylor Stone
66
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Night is 50% of the planetary experience. Nighttime visible illumination is strongly tied to progress, human activities and urban structure. As our cities become brighter, they bring
huge impacts on ecology and human perception.
Darkness is still something worth pursuing in urban nightscapes. This thesis explores the potential of using darkness as the starting point for designing public spaces for use at night,
and focuses on the restoration of the ideal habitat for fireflies in the Jamaica bay area, in New York City. The study of the dynamic relationship between light, culture and wildlife can
produce a flexible strategy that provides suitable habitats, public realm and cultural programs.
Fireflies were chosen as a representation species in this study. Fiirst because of its sensitivity to light; the species can sustain a pilot study. Second, they carry emotional links across
different cultures; they are ingrained in childhood memories and nocturnal wandering. Third, they are bioluminescent; working as part of complex landscape light installations can
make them a unique component of natural nightscapes on a global scale.
Each species has its own particular flash code-The patterns are unique mating signals for these luminous bugs. In addition to messing with mating signals, it is also the feeding
patterns of thtine females of some species that glow to attract and eat males. Some of them emit a single flash, while some others have a continue one. Some species prefer flying in
the marshland, while others prefer the forest canopy for their light show.
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REFLECTION

The way we experience and understand darkness can be really abundant. But right now’s living style and culture force us to accept the
world with our sight which underestimates other senses. Many artists have tried to use performance and sculpture to enhance people’s
awareness of darkness, but most of them are temporary. I believe landscape architecture has the potential and power to build that
connection between light and people, between darkness and wildlife.
The project is about the balance between darkness and site. The role of darkness in the nightscape design process should be a driver
media and framework. In my project, darkness is more like a starting point or tool to analyze the site, and help me identify some key
locations. When it comes to the design part, darkness becomes the concept and driving tool instead of becoming all the elements,
forms and key to space making. In this point, darkness in landscape design is more like a strategy to start a project and encourage
people to think about a site or a design in the sense of darkness, which is a good way to enrich people’s nighttime experience.
The project is also about the relationship between darkness and perception. In landscape architecture and architecture, we use
landmarks or programs to create a specific sense of place. I think darkness also has the power to become a design tool and create a
sense of place after careful design. Darkness itself is very abstract, which means darkness have the potential to create a more dynamic
and imaginative story to connect people with the site, with motion, with memory.
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Rose and J. Wylie, ‘Landscape, mobility, practice’, Social and
cultural geography 9(2) (2008), pp.191-212.; Massey, ‘Landscape’;
M. Rose and J. Wylie, ‘Animating landscape’, Environment and
planning D: society and space 24 (2006), pp.475-
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